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SELECTIVE VOLUME METHOD FOR 
PERFORMING LOCALIZED NMR 

SPECTROSCOPY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to spectroscopic methods using 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). More speci?cally, 
the invention relates to methods for performing spa 
tially localized NMR chemical shift spectroscopy. 
Atomic nuclei having net magnetic moments placed 

in a static magnetic ?eld,'Ba, oscillate or precess about 
the axis of ?eld B0 at an NMR (Larmor) frequency w - 
given by the equation 

w=7B0 (1) 

in which 7/ is the gyro-magnetic ratio (constant for each 
NMR isotope). The frequency at which the nucleipre; 
cess is thus primarily dependent on the strength of . the 
magnetic ?eld and Ba, and increaseswith increasing} 
?eld strength. Chemical shifts occur where the NMR 
frequency of resonant nuclei of the same type in a given 
molecule differ because of different magnetic environ 
ments produced by differences in their chemical envi 
ronment. For example, electrons partially screen they 
nucleus from the magnetic ?eld and thereby affect its 
resonant frequency. The degree of shielding caused by' 
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the electrons depends on the environment of the nu- ’ 
cleus, and thus the chemical shift spectrum of a given, 
molecule is unique and can be used for identi?cation. 
Because the resonant frequency, hence the, absolute 
chemical shift, is dependent on the strength of the ap 
plied ?eld, the chemical shift spectrum is expressed as‘ 
fractional shift in parts-per-million (ppm) of the NMR 
frequency relative to an arbitrary reference compound: 
By way of illustration, the range of chemical shifts is 
about 10 ppm for protons (1H), 30 ppm for phosphorus 
(31P), and 200 ppm for carbon (13C). In order to discern 
such small chemical shifts, the homogeneity’of ?eld B1,, 
must exceed the differences in chemical shifts’ of the 
peaks in the spectrum and typically is much'b'etter than 
1 part in 106 (1 ppm). ' ' 

In conventional ' NMR spectroscopy; chemically‘! 
shifted signals are observed from the whole‘ of the NMR 
sample placed in the region to which the NMR coili'vis 
sensitive. While this is satisfactory for studying "the; 
chemical structure of a homogeneous sample,.to enable 
discrimination of normal and abnormal'conditions in 
biological or medical diagnostic applications, itis néces-' 
sary to spatially discriminate the signalifcomponents’. 
For instance, phosphorus exists in the body attached’ to 
key molecules involved in metabolism. The localized 
measurementof the amplitudes of the phosphorus spec» 
tral lines could provide a direct and unique measure of 
cellular energy and of the state of healthfof'thetissuéiti 
the region examined. ‘ ' 

In the past, surface coil, topical, and‘sensitive ‘point 
NMR methods havebeen used to perform" localized 
chemical shift spectroscopy.‘ All of these techniques 
have limitations. In surface coil spectroscopy, a ?at 
NMR receiver/transmitter coil is positioned over the 
sample region of interest. The spatial selectivity of the 
surface coil is, however, limited to‘subst‘antiallyi'a vol-~ 
ume subtended by the coil circumference and one radius 
deep from the coil center. Some variation‘ in depth is 
possible by changing the NMR pulse lengths, but scan 
ning typically requires manually moving ‘the coil'and 
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2. 
re-tiining it. Additionally, the size of the sensitive region 
is limited by‘i'th’e bo‘ihdiameter and unwanted contribu-} 
tions to the NMR signal from the coil leads. In topical 
NMR, ‘magnetic ?eld gradients are applied'to generate 
a ?eld that is homogeneous only vover a ‘small ?xed 
volume centered on the region of interest. Since‘ the 
NMR signal is observédinthe presence of a gradient 
magnetic‘ ?eld,'some broadening’, and consequent loss of 
spectral resolution, of the spectra occurs. Other regions ‘ 
of interest: may be : scanned by rnoving the sample 
through the volume, a less than convenient or ef?cient 
expedient. “Spatial localization in the sensitive point 
method} is'achieved .by'japplication of three ‘orthogonal, _ 
,time-dependeni linear gradient magnetic ?elds in the 
presenceofa continuous sequence of closely spaced 
phase-alternated radio frequency (RF) excitationpulses. I p 
The time-dependent NMR signal component originat-, 
ing outside the sensitive point is removed by a low-pass . 
?lter, leaving thQtime-independent signal originating 
only ‘from ~the~sénsitive point. This signal isv Fourier,‘ 
transformed with respectuto the data acquisition time to 
yield the chemical shiftfspectrum. The sensitive point is 
scanned across a sample by changing the ratio of cur. 

v rents in the appropriate gradient coil set. An objection: 
able feature of this method is the con?ictingt‘require 
ment for time-dependent ?elds outside-‘the volume of . 
interest,- whilea'homogeneous, time-independent ?eld is 
required within the sensitive volume. Under these con— 
ditions, the spectra from the sensitivevolume are arti? 
cially broadened and contain sideband~type artifacts 
which again deleteriously reduce spectral resolution. 
Accordingly;- it’ is an object of the invention to pro 

vide'improvedfrnetho'ds for-performing localized spec; 
' troscop'y'in which ‘the sensitive volume-is selected elec 

tronically withoutjmoving parts or gantries and which‘ 
minimize‘spectralidistoiition." ‘ - ° - ' _ 

‘If-is: another object" of'the'inv'ention to provide imi 
proved localized spectroscopy methods in' which the 
‘rahge’o'f positions of‘the sensitive 'volume is selectable‘ 
without 7 restriction .' 

{It still another object 'of‘the invention to provide’ 
improved localized‘ NMR'l'spectroscopy' methods in 
which‘fthe NMRlsignal :or‘th'e free induction decay“ 

"I (FID)'i’s'observed__in the absence of magnetic ?eld gra- . 
dien'ts' 'used for spatial localizato'n, thereby' avoiding" 
speci‘ l li'ne'broa'dening and loss of ‘ spectral resolution. 

. SUMMARY ORTHE INVENTION 

v Localized NMR chemical shift spectroscopy is per 
for'méd ‘by using; selective irradiation to first isolate a 
plane‘iofinuclearspins in an NMR sample situated in_a , 
honi'o‘g'g'eneous magnetic field. Thereafter, ‘RF’ excitation 
pulses a‘re'appli‘ed in the presence of magnetic ?eld 

’ gradients to further localize the NMR signal to a sensiw 
ti'yg'lvoll'urlne within the plane. TheNMRrsignal from the 
sensitive vo‘lume‘is sensed in the absence of magnetic 
?eld gradients and'upon vFourier transformation yields. 
localized chemical shift s'pectraf 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

(The features of the invention believed to be novel are 
set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The 
invention itself, however, both as to its organization and 
method of operation, together with further objects and 
advantages thereof, may best be understood by refer 
ence to ‘the following description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying‘ drawings in which: ' ' 
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FIG. 1a illustrates an NMR sample situated in a static 

magnetic, ?eld-and having. a. planar volume de?ned 
thereinbyselective irradiation; . ‘ ' 

.FIG. 1b depicts a planar, volume havinga sensitive 
volume localized therein using the inventive pulse se-_ 

FIG. ‘1c is similar to FIG. ‘1b, but illustrates a sensitive 
volnme selected using the inventive pulse sequence of 
FIG.; 3; ._ . . _ .l l ‘A ‘ , ‘G 

2 depicts an'NMR pulse sequen'cepof the inven 
tionliniwhich atselective ‘saturation pulse is employed to 
de?ne a‘, planar volume; ‘ é ’ _ ' ‘‘ 
FIG. 3” depicts another NMR‘ pulse sequence of the 

invention‘in whichiai-Sclec‘tiv‘e 90° RF'pulselis used to 
de?ne‘ a planar ‘volume: 

‘FIG. 4‘ illustrates a simpli?ed block diagram of the‘ 
majoir'component's of anLNMR imaging apparatus suit-_ 
able; for producing th'efNMR pulse sequences shownin 
FIGS."24'and"3;~' "‘ ' ' ‘a 3 ‘e ' . 

@FIGiS‘ti'illustrates'an RFi-‘coil'design for use with 
geometries forv’vhich the sample chamber ‘is pe'rpendi‘c: 
ula‘rit'o‘the's'tatic‘ magnetic ?eld;' - 1 ‘- I " 

v‘FIGS. ‘5b and sc‘illustrate an RF coil design suitable 
for magnetic geometries'for which the axis ‘of the sam 
ple‘c‘ha'mb'er‘i's parallel to'tli'eistatic magnetic a?eld; H 

- FIG. 6al-illustrates a set of coils-suitable for producing. 
Gx' gradients; and ~ , ~ 

“FIG; 6b depicts ai coil con?guration-suitable for:pro- 1 
ducing a G2 gradient. ‘ I i . 

i3, TAILFDDESCRIPTION OETHEQ ‘ ' 
K ‘ r __ INYENTION ' ‘ 
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dependent. The magnetic ?elds associated with the 
gradients are denoted, respectively, b,,, by, (and b2, 
wherein '_ . ‘ 

within the volume. - . . 

RF magnetic ?eld pulses are directed orthogonal to 
the B0 ?eld and are- used along with magnetic ?eld 
gradients to-excite speci?c nuclear spins to resonance. 
The frequency of the RF pulse needed to induce reso~ 
nance is the same as the Larmor frequency de?ned by 

g equation (1). Two types of RF magnetic ?eld pulses 
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=Tihe inventiveavNMR pulse sequences- depictediin .7 
FIGS. 2 and 3 will be best understood. if initial reference. 
is mfadeto FIGS. la, lb, and 1c. FIG. la depicts an 
NMR sample 100 situated in a static homogeneous mag, 
netic ?eld Bo directed in the positive Z~axis direction of 
the Cartesian coordinate system. The ,Z_-axis .isselected 
tobe ‘coincident withthe long ,or cylindrical axis ‘1049f, 
sample 100. The origin of the coordinate system is talten 
to be the center of the sample, which isalso at thqcen'ter 
of aplanarsliceIOZ selected by. the principle of selec 
tive irradiation, in thepresence of magnetic ?eld _ gradi-v 
ents, as willbe described‘ hereinafter. FIGS l'band 1c, 

:45‘ 
sequences of FIGS. 2 and 3,.rcspectively, which willbe, 

eachdepict a slice ‘102 having de?ned‘ therein a sensitive 
volume 106 localized by the use of the inventive pulse 

described, hereinafter. It is from’ sensitive volume-106" 
that the desired vNMR 'signal containing the sought 
spectroscopic information originates. - 

It isfurther bene?cial._to thezunderstanding ofithe, 
invention to obserye thatin‘eachv pulse sequence “the, 
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NMRésample is positioned in a static ?eld Bo whicht'isf > 
accordingly omitted 
pulse sequences.’ 5 A. . p _ 

InadditionQin each pulse sequence magnetic ?eld 
gradients are ‘necessary to produce spatial localization 
of the NMR signal to that originating in'volume 106 of 
FIGS; lb and 10. Typically, three such gradients ape 

TheGgYGy, and G, gradients are constant throughout 
volume 100,.‘but.theirmagnitudes are typically time 

from the ?gures depicting ' ‘ ‘ .ss. 

60 

commonly used are 90° and 180° pulses. A 90° RF pulse 
causes nuclear magnetic moments to rotate 90° about 
the‘axis de?ned by vthe applied RF magnetic ?eld vector" 
‘in aCartesian coordinate frame of reference rotating at 
the resonant frequency about the direction of ?eld B0, 
relative to the laboratory frame of reference. The rotat 
ing Cartesian coordinate frame is denoted by primes X’, 
Y’, vZ',,"the Z’-axis being coincident with the Z-axis in 
the laboratory, frame of reference. Thus, if the direction 
of ?eld B0 is assumed to be the positive Z-axis direction 
of the laboratory Cartesian ‘Coordinate ‘system, a 90° RF ' 
pulse will cause nuclear magnetization along B0 to ro 
tate into the transverse planeide?nedvby the X’-‘v and“v 
Y'-a_xi_s, for example. Similarly, a 180° RF pulse causes 
nuclear magnetization along’Ba to rotate 180° about the ‘ 
axis of ?eld B0 (e.'g.,'from the positive Z_'-axis direction 
to thenegativeZ-axis direction). ‘ '_ _ ‘ 

.--It should be further noted that RF pulses ‘maybe 
selectiveor'nonselective. Selective pulses‘ are typically a, 
modulated to have a predetermined. frequency‘ content 
so as?to excite ‘nuclear ‘spins situated in preselectedre 
gions'of th'els'a'mple having magnetic ?eldst'réri‘gths as. 
de?ned by equation (1). The selective pulsesare applied-f‘ 
in the‘ presence of the localizing ‘magnetic ?eld gradi-Q 
ents.,Nonselective pulses generally affect all of the'nu-ji 
clear spins situated within ‘the ?eld of the RF pulse"v 
transmitter coil and are typically applied in the absence 
of the localizingv magnetic. ?eld gradients. " 
HReference‘isnow made to FIG. 2 which'depicts'one 
embodiment of ‘an NMR pulse sequence for performing‘ 
localized, NMR spectroscopy. In interval 1, shown 
along the horizontal axis of FIG.,2, planar ,volume 102 
(FIG. 1a) is isolated perpendicular, to the Z-axis by 
selective-saturation of nuclear spins in the-{regions of the 
sample, outside volume 102. This is‘ accomplished by 
means of a selective saturation pulse, which is a long, 
powerfuhtailored RF pulse of duration approximately 
equal to the sample spin lattice relaxation time (T1)_and 
with frequency.» components chosen to I irradiate- the 
entire sample 100 (FIG. 1a), except the chosen} plane 
102‘. The selective saturation‘ pulse is applied in the 
presence of a pulsed gradient magnetic ?eld 6;, shown 
along the vertical axis of FIG. 2, directed in the Z-axis 
direction. The use of such a selective irradiation pulse in 
anaNMR imaging context is disclosed by A. N. Garro 
way, et al. in Solid State Physics., Vol. 7, L457 (1974). An 
alternative (not shown) to selective saturation which 
will produce the same effect in this pulse sequence is to 
use in interval 1 aselective 90° RF pulse with frequency 
components chosento irradiate the entire sample 100 
(F IG: 1a), except thechosen volume 102 in the presence 
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of a pulsed magnetic ?eld gradient Gz. In this alterna 
tive, G2 is left on for several milliseconds after the 90° 
pulse ends in order to rapidly dephase and destroy the 
NMR signal originating outside planar volume 102. 

In interval 3, following a wait in interval 2 of approxi 
mately a millisecond or longer to allow gradient pulse 
currents to subside, a 90° selective excitation pulse is 
applied in the presence of a positive Gy gradient di- ' 
rected‘ in the positive Y-axis direction so as to excite a 
strip 108 of nuclear spins perpendicular to the Y-axis, as 
shown in FIG. 1b. This is immediately followed in inter 
val 4 with the application of a negative Gy gradient 
pulse with an integral with respect to time (over inter 
val 4) equal to one half the integral (over interval 3) of 
the positive Gy gradient to rephase the nuclear spins 
dephased by the G gradient in interval 3. The rephasing 
effect may be observed by the increase in signal ampli 
tude in the free induction decay (FID) NMR signal 
depicted in interval 4. This NMR signal originates from 
the entire line of spins excited by the 90° RF pulse and 
is normally not observed. . 

During intervals 50 and 5b, a 6,, gradient, directed in 
the positive X-axis direction, is applied and is selected 
such that the integral with respect to time of the gradi 
ent waveform over interval 5a is equal to the integral of 
the gradient waveform over interval 5b to ensure 
proper timing of the spin-echo signals. At a time T fol 
lowing the mean application of the 90° RF pulse in 
inteval 3, a selective §° RF pulse is applied so as to 
selectively invert nuclear spins at a preselected volume 
106 along strip 110. In this manner, the NMR signal 
from volume 106 alone can be observed as a spin echo 
in interval 6 at a time T following the' mean application 
of the selective 180° RF pulse. The Gx gradient is left on 
continuously in intervals in and 5b to rapidly dephase 
the NMR signal from nuclear spins situated along line 
108 outside volume 106 to avoid the interference 
thereof with the desired spin echo signal. Additionally, 
the 6,, gradient in intervals 5a and 5b acts to reduce the 
effects of any spurious FID NMR signals on the desired 
spin echo due to imperfect 180° RF pulses, as disclosed 
and claimed in US. application Ser. No. 394,355, ?led 
July 1, 1982, and assigned to the same assignee as the 
present invention. 
The Fourier transformation of the spin'echo signal 

observed in interval 6 in the absence of gradients yields 
the chemical shift spectrum of the chemical species 
situated in the selected sensitive volume. It should be 
noted that the spin echo signal must be observed in the 
absence of magnetic ?eld gradients used for spatial 
localization. 'This is due to the fact that the effect of 
magnetic ?eld gradients and chemical shifts on the 
NMR signal is similar and cannot be distinguished with 
out prior knowledge of either spatial structure or chem 
ical shift, contrary to the object of the invention (i.e., 
obtain chemical shift spectra) from a selected volume. 
The pulse sequence depicted in FIG. 2 is repeated 

with a repetition period comparable to the T1 of sample 
100 in the selected volume 106, and successive spin echo 
signals are averaged until the desired signal-to-noise 
ratio is achieved. The T1 relaxation period for biological 
tissue is frequency dependent and is on the order of 
about 100 milliseconds to 3 seconds at the frequencies 
(e.g., 60 MHZ) used in NMR spectroscopy but, typi 
cally, is less than 1 second. The interval is chosen so that 
the period (interval 6) of data acquisition occurs in a 
time period after the saturating pulse that is short com 
pared to T1 of the sample in order to minimize the possi 
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bility of an NMR signal from outside the selected planar 
volume 102 contributing to the observed signal (i.e., 
21- <T1). 
The ef?ciency of the spectroscopic data collection 

process may be improved by observing the spectra from 
other selected volumes following a single saturation 
sequence comprising the steps depicted in intervals 1-4 
of FIG. 2. This is accomplished, following one observa 
tion of the spin echo in interval 6, by changing the 
frequency ‘content of the 180° pulse in intervals 50 and 
5b to select a different sensitive volume 106. This pro 
cess can be repeated until the T1 relaxation process 
becomes so advanced that planar volume 102 (FIG. 1a) 
de?ned by selective saturation loses de?nition. 

Preferably, the location of sensitive volume 106 
(FIG. 1b) may be advanced to another location by 
changing the RF frequency of the 90° and 180° RF 
pulses in subsequent applications of the pulse sequence. 
Alternatively, scanning can be achieved by changing 
the ratio of currents in each half of a gradient coil pair 
(described hereinafter) generating the gradient orthogo 
nal to the desired scanning direction. This method may 
be best understood if it is considered that a gradient coil 
pair produces a magnetic ?eld which increases linearly 
(as noted earlier) from some negative value of magnetic 
?eld near one of the coil halves forming the gradient 
coil pair to some positive value close to the other coil 
half. When currents in each coil half are equal, the point 
at which the magnetic ?eld has zero value is at the 
midpoint between the coils providing, of course, that 
each coil half is wound identically. The effect of in 
creasing the current in one of the coil halves and de 
creasing it in the other is to shift the point at which the 
magnetic ?eld has a value of zero closer to the coil half 
with the lower current, thereby shifting the position of 
the sensitive volume when the frequency content of the 
RF pulses is kept unchanged. It should be noted that the 
point of the magnetic ?eld gradient having a value of 
zero corresponds to the resonant frequency of the RF 
pulses, as predicted by equation (1), so that the pulses 
affect nuclear spins situated in the vicinity thereof. A 
third, less desirable, alternative is to scan by moving 
NMR sample 100 relative to the localized sensitive 
volume. 
The amplitudes of the observed spectra are T; (spin 

spin relaxation time) dependent. Different T2 compo 
nents can be selected by varying interval 1- between the 
mean application of the 90° and 180° RF pulses, provid 
ing 2'r<T1 as noted above. As the length of interval 1' is 
increased, the amplitude of each component of the spec 
trum decays with an exponential dependence according 
to its T2 time. Thus, T2 is calculated for each peak in the 
spectrum by recording several spectra with different 
values and plotting the height of each peak versus on a 
logarithmic graph. 

FIG. 3 illustrates another NMR pulse sequence for 
performing localized NMR spectroscopy which may be 
best appreciated if reference is also made to FIGS. 1a 
and 10. 

In interval 1 of FIG. 3, a planar volume 102 (FIG. 1a) 
perpendicular to the Z-axis is selected by the applica 

_ tion of a selective 90° RF pulse in the presence of a 
positive G, gradient. The application of the 90° RF 

. pulse is followed in interval 2 by the application of a 
reversed Gz gradient pulse to rephase the nuclear spins 
as previously described with reference to the reversed 
Gy gradient in interval 4 of FIG 2. Following a short 
wait of about a millisecond in interval 3 to allow cur 
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rents to subside in the G2 gradient coils, a G gradient is 
applied in intervals 4a and 4b to rapidly dephase and 
therefore destroy the FID signal (intervals 2 and 3) 
generated by the 90° RF pulse. This FID is produced by 
spins situated solely in selected plane 102. At approxi 
mately the endpoint of interval 4a, while gradient G}; is 
on, a selective 180° RF pulse is applied to invert nuclear 
spins lying in a chosen line 112 (FIG. 1c) within the 
selected plane 102 perpendicular to the Y-axis. The 
location of line 112 within the plane is determined by 
the RF frequency content of the 180° pulse. 
The effect of inverting nuclear spins along line 112 is 

to generate a spin echo signal in interval 5 at a time 
interval 1- following the 180° pulse in intervals 4a and 
4b. Interval 'r is substantially equal to the interval be 
tween the mean application of the 90° and the 180° 
pulses. The spin echo signal derives from the entire line 
112 within the plane and dephases rapidly in the pres 
ence of the Gx gradient which is applied in intervals 60 
and 6b. The Fourier transform of the signal in interval 
6a, incidentally, gives the nuclear spin density distribu 
tion along the entire line 112. 

Following the decay of the spin echo occurring in 
interval 5, with G,, gradient still on, a second selective 
180° RF pulse is applied at a time 31' following mean 
application of the 90° pulse so as to invert all nuclear 
spins along a line 114 (FIG. 1c) perpendicular to the 
X-axis. This second inversion generates two more spin 
echo signals. The ?rst of these occurs at a time 41' after 
the 90° pulse and has its ?rst half attenuated by the GX 
gradient as shown in interval 6b of FIG. 3. The NMR 
signal in this spin echo derives from all spins lying in a 
sensitive volume 106 (FIG. 10) at a point of intersection 
of the chosen lines 112 and 114 in selected plane 102. 
Fourier transformation of the unattenuated portion of 
this spin echo signal occurring in interval 7, in the ab 
sence of gradients, yields the chemical shift spectrum at 
selected point 106 as required. 
The second spin echo (not shown) occurs at a period 

greater than or equal to 31' after the 180° pulse in inter 
vals 6a and 6b, where 31- is also the delay between the 
90° pulse (interval 1) and this 180° pulse. The actual 
occurrence of this spin echo signal depends on the accu 
mulated accelerated dephasing that occurs in the inter 
vening period between the 90° pulse and the last 180'’ 
pulse (intervals 6a and 6b) due to the Gy and Gx gradi 
ents. This spin echo signal is derived from spins lying 
along line 114 minus those that intersect line 112 at the 
selected sensitive volume 106. The spin echo is not 
normally recorded but could be used to obtain imaging 
information. 
As with the method shown in FIG. 2, the purpose of 

, leaving the Gy gradient’ on for an extended period in 
intervals 40 and 4b of FIG. 3 and the 6,, gradient on for 
an extended period in intervals 6a and 6b of FIG. 3 is to 
ensure proper spin echo timing, to rapidly dephase the 
NMR signal from nuclear spins situated outside the 
selected volume 106 to avoid interference thereof with 
the desired spin echo signal, and to reduce the effects of 
any spurious FID component on the observed spin echo 
signal due to imperfect 180° RF pulses. The Gx and Gy ' 
gradients are symmetric in time with respect to the %° 
pulses applied at the respective midpoints thereof. That 
is, the integrals with respect to time of the waveforms of 
each of gradients Gy and Gx over intervals 4a and 6a, 
respectively, are selected to be equal to the integrals 
with respect to time of the waveforms‘of the two gradi 
ents over intervals 4b and 6b, respectively. 
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When adjusting the timing parameters, the time inter 

val 31' between the 90° pulse interval 1 (FIG. 3) and the 
180° pulse in intervals 60 and 6b must be such that the 
second spin echo (described above) occurs suf?ciently , 
long after the spin echo in interval 7, bearing the chemi 
cal shift information, that it does not overlap with the 
period (typically 50 to 100 milliseconds) during which 
data is collected. In practice this is assisted by the ab 
sence of a Gy gradient pulse after the last 180° RF pulse 
in intervals 6a and 6b which ensures that the amount of 
dephasing that occurs in the 37' interval prior to the last 
RF pulse is greater than the rephasing that occurs in the 
37 interval after the last pulse, thereby postponing the 
occurrence of the second spin echo signal. 
As with the pulse sequence of FIG. 2, the spectra 

obtained by Fourier transformation of the spin echo 
signal in interval 7 can additionally provide T2 informa 
tion or be made Tz-dependent by varying interval 1' 
(FIG. 3). ' 

T1 information may be obtained by the known inver 
sion/recovery method in which the pulse sequence of 
FIG. 3 is preceded with a nonselective 180° RF pulse or 
an adiabatic fast passage. 
The location of sensitive volume 106 (FIG. 10) may 

be advanced by methods substantially identical to those 
discussed hereinbefore with reference to FIG. 1b. 

In FIGS. 2 and 3, the selective 90° and 180° RF pulses 
are schematically depicted as shaded rectangles. In 
practice, they may be Gaussian or sin(bt)/(bt), wherein 
b is a constant and t is time, amplitude modulated RF 
pulses having an RF frequency corresponding to the 
Larmor frequency of nuclear spins in the desired region 
of the NMR sample in the presence of the gradients. 
The spectral bandwidth of the selective excitation 

pulses must be chosen sufficiently wide to excite the 
chemical shift spectrum of all of the chemical species of 
interest. Thus, for example, if selective pulses with too 
narrow a frequency bandwidth were used to study 
phosphorus chemical shift spectra showing metabolism 
in muscle, only a single specie (such as phosphocrea 
tine) might be observed, whereas other species, such as 
adenosine triphosphate, adenosine diphosphate, inor 
ganic phosphate, and sugar phosphates, may also be of 
interest. 

Frequently, portions of the NMR sample located at 
the edge of the sensitive volume contain chemical spe 
cies whose chemical shifts are such that they lie outside 
the range of frequencies excited by the selective pulses. 
Such chemical species will not contribute to the ob 
served spectrum, whereas other species at the same 
location will provide a contribution, thus distorting the 
resulting spectrum. This undesirable effect may be mini 
mized by reducing the relative contribution to the 
NMR spectrum from the edge spins. This may be ac 
complished by sharpening the excitation pro?le of the 
selective pulses so that sensitive volume 106 (FIGS. 1b 
and 1c) has sharply de?ned boundaries. To this end, the 
RF pulses may be preferably modulated by a signal of 
waveform sin(bt)/(bt) which has a rectangular-shaped 
excitation pro?le. 

Additional distortion of the spectra will occur if 
Gaussian-shaped RF pulses are used due to the rounded 
shape of the excitation frequency pro?le. In this case, 
when using 180° pulses, portions of the sensitive volume 
and adjacent regions actually receive excitation having 
a 90° component such that spurious NMR signals are 
produced. Relief from the spurious FID is gained by 
using extended 6,, and Gy pulses as noted. However, 
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care must be taken to ensure that the range of spectral 
frequencies to be observed is well within the FWHM 
(full width half maximum) of the excitation pro?le. 
Some correction of the edge distortion is obtained’ by 
multiplication by an inverse function of theexcitation 
pro?le function. i .. 

Although gradients Gy in intervals 3 and 4 (FIG. 2) 
and G, in intervals 1 and 2 (FIG. 3) have been illustrated 
as positive and negative half~sinusoids, they may assume 
other con?gurations, such as'Gaussiannor rectangular. 
In the preferred embodiments, the integral with respect 
to time of the respective positive gradient pulse wave 
forms is selected to be substantially equal to twice the 
integral with respect to time of the respective negative 
gradient pulse waveforms. , 
FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed block diagram of the major 

components of an NMR system suitable for usev with the 
NMR pulse sequences of the invention described 
herein. The system, generally designated 400, ismade 
up of a general purpose minicomputer 401 which is 
functionally coupled to disk storage unit 403 andran 
interface unit 405. An RF transmitter 402, signal aver 
ager 404, and gradient power supplies 406, 408, and 410 
for energizing, respectively, Gx, Gy, 6; gradient coils 
416, 418, and 420, are coupled to computer 401 through 
interface unit 405. _ ‘_ 

RF transmitter 402 contains an RF oscillator oscillat 
ing at the desired Larmor frequency. If the sensitive 
volume is scanned by varying the frequency of the RF 
pulse, this can be done automatically from the computer 
using a commercially available programmable fre 
quency synthesizer. The transmitter is gated with pulse 
envelopes from computer 401 to generate RF pulses 
having the required modulation to excite resonance in t 
the object under study. The RF pulses are ampli?ed in 
RF power ampli?er 412to levels varying from 100 
watts to several kilowatts, depending on the NMR 
method, and applied to transmitter coil 424. The higher. 
power levels are necessary for large sample volumes, 
and where short duration pulses are required to excite 
large NMR frequency bandwidths. ' i ' _ 

The NMR signal is sensed by receiver coil 426, ampli 
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?ed in a low noise preampli?er 422‘, andapplied fo_r_j 
further ampli?cation, detection, and ?ltering to ‘receiver 
414. The signal is then digitized for averagingby signal 
averager 404 and for processing by computer ‘401. Pre 
ampli?er 422 and receiver 414 are protected from the 
RF pulses during transmission by ‘active gating or by; 
passive ?ltering. , 
Computer 401 provides gating and envelope modula 

tion for the NMR pulses, blanking for theipre'ampli?er ' 
and RF power ampli?er, and voltage waveforms for the 
gradient power supplies and advancesthe gradients and v 
the frequency of RF pulses during scanning. The com! I 
puter also performs data processing such as Fourier 
transforms, data ?ltering, and storage functions (all of 
which are operations conventionally performed “by 
minicomputers and hence described only functionally, ' 
supra). . , _. ., 

The transmitter and receiver RF coils, if desired, may 
comprise a single coil. Alternatively, two separate coils 
that are electrically orthogonal may be used. The latter 
con?guration has the advantage of reduced RF pulse 
breakthrough into the receiver during pulse transmisj ' 
sion. In both cases, the ?elds of coils are orthogonal to 
the direction of the static magnetic ?eld B‘oproduced by 
magnet 428 (FIG. 4). The coils are isolated from the 
remainder of the system by enclosure in an RF-s'hielded' 

so 
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cage/Three typical RF coil designs are illustrated in 
FIGS. 5a, ‘5b, and‘5c. All of these coils produce RF 
magnetic ?elds inthe X-axis directon. The coil designs 
illustrated in FIGS.’ Sb‘and 5c are suitable for magnetic 
geometries for‘ which the axis of the sample chamber is 
parallel to the main ?eld Bo (FIG. 1a). The design illus 
trated in FIG. 5a is applicable to geometries for which 
the sample chamber axis is perpendicular to the main , 
?eld Ba (not shown). 

Magnetic ?eld gradient coils 416, 418, and 420 (FIG. ‘ 
4) are necessary to provide gradients Gx, Gy, and G2, 
respectively. In the NMR pulse sequences described 
herein, the gradients should be monotonic and linear 
over the sample volumesNon-monotonic gradient ?elds 
cause a degra'dationin the NMR signal ‘data, known as 
aliasing, which leads to severe artifacts. Non-linear 
gradients cause geometric distortions of the data. 
A design for gradient coils suitable for magnet geom 

etries with a sample chamber axis'parallel to the main 
?eld Bo'is depicted in FIGS. 60 and 6b. Each of the _ 
gradients Gx and o, is produced ‘by a set of coils such as 
sets 300 and 302 depicted in FIG. 6a. The coil sets as 
illustrated in FIG. 6a produce gradient Gx. The coil sets 
for producing gradient Gy are rotated 90°__around the 
cylindrical‘axis 104 "(FIG/1a) of the sample chamber 
relative to the coil that‘produces gradient OK. The G2 
gradient isrgener'ated by a coil pair such as coils 400‘and _’ 
402 shown in FIG. 6b. the sensitive volume is scanned f 
‘by changing the ratio of currents in the gradient coils, ' 
each half,'for example, 300 and 302 in FIG. 6a and 400 
and 402 in FIG.,6b,,can be driven by a separate power 
supply so that supplies 406, 408, 410} in FIG. 4 each may 

‘actually consist of two power supplies. 
From the ‘foregoing, it will be appreciated that, in 

accordance with the invention, methods are provided 
for , performing localized, NMR spectroscopy wherein 
the sensitive volume isv selected electronically, and in 

V whiciliithe range of sensitive volume positions is select; ' 
ablei'without restriction, thereby avoiding spectral line 
broadening and loss of spatial resolution. 7 
While this invention'has' been and is described with‘ 

reference “to particular embodiments and examples‘, 
othermodi?cations and variations will occur to those 
skilled iii the art in view of the ‘above teachings. Ac? 
cordingly, it should be understood that within the scope 
of "the appended claims the invention may be practiced 
otherwise than isspeci?cally described. 
T he invention claimed is: i ' ‘ ‘ 
1. A method of performing localized NMR chemical 

shift spectroscopy comprising the steps of: 
v(a) positioning an NMR sample in a homogeneous 

.. magnetic ?eld, directed along an axis thereof; 
(b) irradiating said NMR sample with a ?rst RF pulse 

in ‘the presence of a ?rst magnetic ?eld gradient so 
7 .as to isolate a plurality of nuclear spins in a planar 
1 slice of'said NMR'sample; ‘ i ‘ ' 

(c) applying a_ secorid RF pulse’having a predeter 
"mined’frequency content in the presence of a sec 
tiond magnetic ?eld gradient so as to excite a frac 

’ tion of said "nuclear spins situated in a predeter-v 
minedstrip-like region of said planar slice oriented 
perpendicular to the direction of said second mag 
netic ‘?eld gradient; 

(d) applying a third RF pulse having a predetermined 
‘I frequency content in the presence of a third mag 

_" ' netic'?'eldgradient so as to invert nuclear spins in a 
predetermined ‘volume of said strip-like region, said 
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inverted nuclear spins producing a spin echo signal; 
and " > ' 

(e) sensing said spin echo signal in the absence of 
magnetic ?eld gradients such that Fourier t'ransfo'r-‘ 
‘mation of said spin "echo signal _.yields a localized 
__chemical shift spectrum from said predetermined 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step 
of applying, following step (c), a magnetic ?eld gradient 
having a direction. opposed to the direction of said sec‘ 
ond magnetic ?eld gradient and a fraction of the magni 
tude thereof so as to rephase said nuclear spins situated 
in said strip-like region. ‘ V ‘ 

3,,The'metho'd of claim. 2 wherein said ?rst RF pulse 
comprisesa frequency-tailored pulse having frequency 
components selected ‘to irradiate said sampleeitcept in 
the region ‘of said "planar slice, and wherein the direction 
of said ?rst magnetic ?eld gradient is selected to be 
coincident 'with said sample axis. ' ‘ .. .' 

4;,The method of‘cl'aim 3 wherein saidsecond RF 
pulse comprises a selective 90° RF pulse'and wherein 
the‘ direction 'of said second magnetic ?eld gradient" is 
selected to have a direction orthogonal to said sample 
axis. , ’ 

5. Themethod of claim 4 wherein said third RF pulse 
comprises‘ a 180° selective pulse, and wherein said’ thirdv 
magnetic ?eld gradient is selected to have‘ a direction 
orthogonalto the direction of said second magnetic 
?eld gradient and to said sample axis. " 

6.:The method claim 5 further comprising the steps 
of: . . . , . I 

repeating the sequence of steps (a)—(e); and I 
varying in successive repetitions of steps (a)-'-(e)"the 

interval between the applicatio'nof said 90° pulse 
N and said‘ 180" pulse so as to produce a T; td'epen-y 
jdence in said chemical shift spectrum.‘ 

_7, T he method ‘of claim 54 wherein said 90' and Y180' 
puls “each comprise, respectively, an RF'pulse'arnpli 
tudefrnodulated to, have a Gaussian-shaped envelope‘. _ 

8. The method "of‘claim 5 wherein said 90’ and§l80°r 
pulses each comprise, respectively, an RF pulse ‘ampIiJ 
tudernodulated by a signal of waveform (sin bt)v/bt, ‘ 
wherein: ‘is a constant and't is time. _ 
'QsThe method of claim '1, 7,'or Sfurther comprising 

thesteps of: ' ‘ ' ‘ ‘ 
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changing the frequency content of at least one of said '_ 

?rst and second RF pulses; ‘and 
repeating said steps (a)—(e) vso as to obtain a spin .echo" 

‘ vsignal produced by nuclear spins situated,v in a dif 
v'ferent predetermined volume. ' 

IltLgThe method of claim 1', 7, or 8 further comprising‘ 
the stepsof: ' , 

Uehangingvthe ratio of currents in "at least one coil of a 
coil pair'producing at least one'of said magnetic 

_ ?eld gradients; and ' ’ 

repeating said steps (a)—(e), ‘without altering ‘the fre 
" quency of said RF pulses, so as to obtain‘a spin 

‘ “echo signal produced by nuclear spins situated ‘in a 
different predetermined volume. ‘ ‘ _ 

11. The method 'of claim 1, 7, or 8 further comprising 
thestepsof: v ‘_ _, . v r ' ' 

changing the position of said NMRsample in said 
" static magnetic ?eld relative to the previous posi 
tion thereof; and > ’_ 

repeating said steps (b)-(e), without altering said 
I ‘(gradients and ,without altering the frequency of 
:7 gsaid‘rRiF pulses, so as to obtain a spin echo signal 

12 
produced by nuclear spins situated in a different 

. predetermined volume. 
12. A method of performing localized NMR chemical 

shift spectroscopy comprising the steps of: 
(a) positioning an NMR sample in a homogeneous 

magnetic ?eld directed along an axisthereof; 
(b) irradiating said NMR sample with a ?rst RF pulse 

in the presence of a ?rst magnetic ?eld gradient so 
as to excite a plurality of nuclear spins in a planar 
slice of said NMR sample; 

(c) applying a magnetic ?eld gradient having a direc 
tion opposite to that of said ?rst magnetic ?eld 
gradient'and a fraction of the magnitude thereof so 
as to rephase said plurality of nuclear spins; 

(d) applyinga second RF pulse in the presence of a 
second magnetic ?eld gradient so as to invert a 

‘ ' fraction of said nuclear spins situated in a ?rst re 
gion' of said planar slice oriented perpendicular to 
‘the direction of said second magnetic ?eld gradi 
ent; > ' I‘ ‘ 

‘ (e) applying a third‘RF pulse in the presence of a 
third magnetic ?eld gradient so as to invert a plu 

' rality' ofv nuclear spins situated in a second region of 
said planar slice oriented perpendicular to the di 
rection of said third magnetic ?eld gradient such 
‘that said ?rst and second regions overlap forming a 
sensitized volume; and ' 

(f) sensing in the absence of magnetic ?eld- gradients; 
a spin echo signal produced by nuclear spins in said 
sensitized volume, wherein Fourier transformation 
of said spin echo signal yields a localized chemical 
shiftv spectrumv from said sensitized volume. 

13. ‘The method of claim‘ 12 wherein said ?rst RF 
pulse comprises a selective 90° pulse and wherein the 
direction of said ?rst magnetic ?eld gradient is selected 
to ‘be coincident with said sample axis. 

14. The’method of ' claim 13 wherein said second RF 
pulse comprises a ?rst selective 180° pulse and wherein 
the direction of said second magnetic ?eld gradient is 
selected to be orthogonal to the direction of said‘?rst 

“magnetic ?eld gradient. ' 
15. The __method of claim 14‘wherein said third RF 

pulse comprises a slecondjsele'ctive 180° RF'pulse and 
wherein thedirection of said third magnetic ?eld gradi 
cm ‘is selected to be orthogonal to the direction of said 
second magnetic ?eld gradient and said sample axis. ' 

16. The method of claim 15 where, in the repetitive 
application of steps (a)—(f), the interval'between the‘ 
application of said 90°‘pulse and said ?rst 180° pulse is 
varied so as to produce a T2 dependence in said chemi- ' 

- cal shift spectrum. " 
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17. The method of claim 15 further comprising the 
step of applying in the repetitive application of steps 
(a)—(f) a non-selective 180° pulse at varying intervals 
prior to step (b) so as to produce a T1 dependence in said 
"chemical shift spectrum. 

vl8. The method of claim 17 wherein said non-selec 
tive 180° RF pulse is replaced'by an adiabatic fast pas 
sage. " ~ ‘ ' 

19. The method of claim 15 wherein said 90° and 180° 
pulses each’ comprise, respectively, an RF'pulse ampli 
tude modulated to' have a Gaussian-shaped envelope. 
20 The method of claim 15 wherein said 90° and 180° 

pulses each comprise,'respectively, an RF pulse ampli 
tude‘rnodulated by a signal of waveform (sin bt)/bt, 
wherein b is a constant and t is time. 

21. The method of claim 12,, 19, or 20 further com 
prising-the steps of: 
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changing the frequency content of at least one of said 
?rst, second and third RF pulses; and ' 

repeating said steps (a)—(f) so as to obtain a spin echo 
signal produced by nuclear spins situated in a dif 
ferent sensitized volume. 

22. The method of claim 12, 19, or 20 further com 
prising the steps of: 

changing the position of said NMR sample in said 
static magnetic ?eld relative to the previous posi 
tion thereof; and 

repeating said steps (b)-(f), without altering said gra 
dients and without altering the frequency of said 
RF pulses, so as to obtain a spin echo signal pro 
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14 
duced by nuclear spins situated in a different sensi 
tized volume. 

23. The method of claim 12, 19, or 20 further com 
prising the steps of: 
changing the ratio of currents in at least one coil of a 

coil pair producing at least one of said magnetic 
field gradients; and 

repeating said steps (a)—(f), without altering the fre 
quency of said RF pulses, so as to obtain a spin 
echo signal produced by nuclear spins situated in a 
different predetermined volume. 
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